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Prologue

Begin Here

1

It was unusually dark before the moon was swallowed in red. Crimson
light circled the dark orb like a bloodshot raven’s eye. The ground
shook and something unimaginable bore its way out of the earth.

It tore through the town with ungodly force. The streets filled with
fumes, and the townsfolk fell into a deep, unnatural sleep. The strong,
the frail and the innocent all disappeared under the red eclipse.
The spire stood there in silence. At its base was a door left ajar…

Reveal Card 2
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Dust & Debris

You wake, horrified, gasping for air. Your head is pounding and you’re
covered in dust and debris. You unearth yourself and climb to your feet.
A monstrous foreign object spirals above you, like the horn of a giant deity
attacking the heavens. A quick glance reveals endless mounds of wreckage
in every direction. It’s strangely silent and you see no one about. You head
off through the destruction to find your uncle, your last living relative.
Thankfully his cottage is outside of the spire’s wake, untouched.
He left you a note.

I know you will come looking for me. Don’t.
I deeply regret what I’ve done, but during this…
incident... I hid, then ran like a whimpering dog.
In truth, I’m a coward crippled by fear. You’re
strong. Courageous. Everything I’m not.
That’s why you must go. I suspect those
missing are being held captive in that spire.
Mount a rescue. Find them. Free them.
I am proud of the person you’ve become. You
must remain strong. I fear many hardships and
horrors lie ahead.
Know that shame has clawed through my
soul and I won’t survive long. I’ve made sure
of that. But before I go, I have some knowledge
I need to pass on.

It is highly recommended that you review the
Instructions Deck
at this time. Otherwise, Reveal Card 3
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The Doorman

You approach the door with a cautious step.
“I warn you, it’s worse in there than you think, and you’ve imagined the
unimaginable, no doubt,” says an unfamiliar voice.
A small creature reveals himself from behind the door. He is unkempt, a little
worse for wear. His eyes appear kind.
“What are you?” You’ve never seen this creature before.
“I’ve always been close, but you people are far too involved with yourselves
to notice. We live right beneath you. Only, this thing here is from much,
much deeper,” he mutters, looking up at the spire.
“What do you know about this?” you ask, hopeful.
“I’ve squirreled around. These Under-Dwellers have horrible red eyes. They
move silently and quickly.” He stops and sniffs the air.
“I must go!” With that, he scampers off into the spire. You move to follow
him when you see it: red eyes cutting through the darkness.

You Attack, Reveal Cards 4 & 5
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The Doorman - Set Up

Set up the encounter as it’s pictured below.
Place The Doorman in the Play Field above
your Ally cards. Put his Hit Point and Armor
Point Cubes next to him.
Tip: Bleed damage skips Armor Points and
damages your Hit Points directly.

HP/AP
Cubes

Action
Cards

After any encounter Allies in play regain
all Hit Point & Armor Points and any Status
Effects and Boost Meters are cleared.

If you defeat the Doorman,
Reveal Card 6
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Bleed
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Bubble
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Bleed
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Victory

1

+

Increase Ally Armor Point thresholds by 1
Pull Card 32, mark this accomplishment, then continue below

The creature is bleeding on the floor, facing you. He shifts a bit, still alive.
“What have you done with them!” You know it understands, regardless of
what language it speaks. Around him are keys, at least ten of them. Some
are chained to him, others loose. Two keys are directly in front of you. It
could be your imagination, but it looks like one is beginning to move.

You must decide
Finish him off and take everything.
Reveal Card 7
Leave him. Let’s take what he has and move on.
Reveal Card 8
Let’s take him captive.
Reveal Card 9

